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In the Window Film industry, there are several industry associations that 

you should be aware of and we suggest as business owners you familiarize 

yourself with the different associations. Below are two successful 

Associations that operate in the USA. For other countries please contact 

us for correct and relevant. From an International stand point, the IWFA 

and PWFDA can be extremely beneficial for both installers and shop 

owners.  

International Window Film Association (IWFA)  

(276) 666 4932  www.iwfa.com  info@iwfa.com The International 

Window Film Association (IWFA) is a unified industry body of window 

film dealers, distributors, and manufacturers that facilitates the growth of 

the window film industry by providing research, influencing policy and 

promoting awareness of window film. The mission of the IWFA is to 

provide value-added services to our membership, to help sustain and 

grow our members' businesses, and to partner with our manufacturers 

and other members to increase consumer awareness and demand for all 

types of professionally-installed window film products.  

For several decades, the IWFA has been the third-party industry source 

for accurate technical information on window film products and their 

uses. The IWFA educates industry influencers and consumers on the 

http://www.iwfa.com/
http://www.iwfa.com/
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energy savings, protection against broken glass and UV properties of 

window film and delivers standardized training and educational materials 

and seminars to industry members, building and energy organizations, 

and the public. IWFA supports the growth of the window film industry 

by educating policymakers involved in the creation and enforcement of 

building codes, auto tint laws, legislation, and financial incentives at the 

national and local levels. The organization builds alliances with trade 

associations, utilities, and government agencies to advance dealers' and 

distributors' businesses and provide greater value to their customers. 

Professional Window Film Dealers Association (PWFDA)  

1 (800) 632 4981  www.pwfda.com   info@pwfda.com  

Although the focus is on dealers, interested parties such as 

manufacturers, distributors, and architects are welcome to join. Some of 

the key membership benefits for dealers will be continued education and 

training at regional meetings throughout the country as well as a Master 

Installer Network for installations across the country. Dealers that meet 

the criteria for this network will have access to national accounts and 

projects. Other plans include developing national standards for 

installation procedures. A fundraising campaign to help with fees 

associated with a startup has been created and the association is looking 

to raise operating capital to build the infrastructure and dealer benefits 

before opening up for membership. All parties interested in donating 

should contact the association directly to hear more about the current 

progress and plans.   

http://www.pwfda.com/
http://www.pwfda.com/
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The major two events for the Window Film industry in the USA currently 

would be the Tint Off and SEMA Show. For all up to date information 

regarding industry events and conferences the current 3 sources to 

contact would be:  

IWFA  

www.iwfa.com  

info@iwfa.com  

Window Film Magazine 

www.windowfilmmag.com  

info@windowfilmmag.com  

PWFDA  

www.pwfda.com  

info@pwfda.com  

  

http://www.iwfa.com/
http://www.iwfa.com/
http://www.windowfilmmag.com/
http://www.windowfilmmag.com/
http://www.pwfda.com/
http://www.pwfda.com/
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Welcome to the second chapter of our Installation Guide. This will be a 

good reference tool for you over the years. It’s important to know some 

of this information in the future. Having this as a base of your knowledge 

will help you become a valuable member of the window tinting industry.  

 

In this chapter, it will be a little technical, don’t be too concerned if this 

doesn’t sink in straight. This may take a few years to absorb. We are going 

to get into more of the technical side covering types of film, VLT and 

basic terminology that you will begin to get familiar with throughout this 

manual and our training courses.  
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In the early 1960’s Window Film was first used and the main objective 

was to control the heating and cooling imbalances because of the sun’s 

rays. It was found that the window tint reflected energy (heat) and 

reduced the amount that could pass through a glass surface. Therefore, 

this made the environment inside cooler (heat rejections). This had a 

desirable advantage in the warmer states of USA. It is noted that the 

original purpose of window film was in fact for the “looks” not actually 

the “performance”.  

As the concept and quality of window film improved so did the demand. 

By using gold, bronze, grey, and amber manufacturers could make 

window film aesthetically pleasing without hindering the performance of 

the product. This would also complement architectural design. By 

experimenting with different colors the product would also vary in 

colors, in turn adapting to the requests of designers.  

As we entered the 1970s, we saw the energy crisis occur and there was 

an increased interest in window film. Realized that window film could in 

fact: lead to the reduction of heat loss to the outside of a building. It was 

discovered that polyester film tended to absorb and reradiate long wave 

infrared heat rather than act as a transparent medium. This then led to 

manufacturers experimenting in-depth with window film and the raw 
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materials used to construct it. Through these experiments, they also 

found that the changing of properties could also dramatically change the 

performance of window film. Increasing the heat reflection was possible  

Due to escalating energy costs, products such as window film became 

increasingly more valuable. It was viewed as an investment for 

commercial and residential owners and commercial facility managers. 

Apart from potential cost and commissioning savings, from a green 

perspective, choosing window film has less of an environmental impact 

than creating a new window and disposing of the old one. Window film, 

both carbon- and cost-effective, reduce a building’s carbon footprint 

more effectively and at a lower cost than new windows. When looking to 

renovate an existing structure to achieve a high-performance building 

envelope, window film installation should be included among other 

retrofit upgrades.  

  

Dyed window film, is the most economical type of window-tinting film 

– least expensive and rather less functional than the others – blocks light 

rays by the addition of dye to the film; the dye is placed in a layer next to 

the adhesive, and then applied to the window. Solar heat is absorbed by 

the dye in the film, thus preventing some of the heat from entering 

through the window. However, the dyed window-tinting film is used 
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primarily for appearance. From the outside, dyed film looks flat and 

opaque, providing some privacy while still permitting visibility from the 

interior; when used on the windows of an automobile, it will appear 

black. The dye does tend to fade with time, however. The heat reduction 

provided by most varieties of the dyed film is not particularly high.  

Metallized film, like dyed film, keeps heat away from interior space by 

reflecting it away; in the case of metalized film, this is done by very small 

metallic particles – invisible to the eye – embedded in the film. This 

metallic content strengthens the window as well; in the case of a vehicle, 

the window will be that much more shatter-resistant when a metalized 

film is used. The metalized window-tinting film creates a shiny 

appearance from the outside. It is more resistant to scratches than dyed 

film. When used in a vehicle, however, one disadvantage of the metalized 

film is the fact that its metallic content tends to interfere with a cell phone 

and GPS transmission, not to mention radio reception.  

Carbon window film delivers rather better results. Carbon film doesn’t 

have any metal in it, so the issue with cell phones and radio transmission 

doesn’t arise when it is used. Carbon window-tinting film is dark and 

matte-finished, so it provides a tasteful option on windows. The carbon 

content of the film blocks about 40% of the infrared light (the kind that 

causes warmth) that enters through the windows. Carbon window-tinting 

film is about as effective as other varieties in blocking heat; its use will 

effectively cool inside space while also helping prevent fading to 

upholstery. Thus the air conditioning will not need to work so hard to 

cool the space during the summer, nor will the heating system be so 
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heavily impacted during the winter. Unlike dyed film, carbon film will not 

fade with time.  

Ceramic film is the highest quality of window tint film, and the most 

expensive, contains neither metal, dye, nor carbon, but instead a kind of 

ceramic particle that is both nonconductive and non-metallic. Ceramic 

film has only recently appeared on the market but has already proven its 

worth in terms of performance and reliability. Ceramic window-tinting 

film cuts from 45% to 50% of the solar heat that enters through the 

windows in the form of infrared light while allowing maximum visibility 

both by day and night. Like carbon film, the ceramic window-tinting film 

allows maximum efficiency in the functioning of radios, cell phones, GPS 

systems, and all other such devices being operated from inside the 

protected space. It surpasses the other types in its resistance to glare and 

fading and renders windows highly shatter-proof. Ceramic film is also 

most effective in its blocking of ultraviolet light from the interior; in the 

case of ultraviolet light (the kind of light rays that contribute to sunburn 

and skin cancer), ceramic window-tinting film can block up to 99% from 

entering the interior.  
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The glass used in the windshield of your car is very different than the 

glass used in the windows of your home. When the glass used in the 

windows of your home breaks, it shatters into extremely sharp and 

dangerous shards. The safety glass used in car windows will not. When it 

breaks, it is quite harmless.  

Auto glass is either tempered or laminated. The glass is usually used for 

the front and rear door windows and the rear window is made from 

tempered glass, the windshield is made from laminated glass.   

Laminated Glass  

Laminated glass can trace its roots back to the mid-1920s when the auto 

industry took two sheets of glass and stuck them together with a sheet of 

PVB (polyvinyl butyral) between them. The “sandwich” was fused using 

high heat and laminated safety glass was born.  

Laminated glass will break but it will not fly into shards during a collision. 

The glass is designed to take a heavy impact without shattering. This 

eliminates the possibility of passengers being injured by flying glass. In 

the event the occupant in the car is thrown into the window, the 

laminated glass acts somewhat like a cushion.  

Although laminated glass is used extensively in the auto industry, it can 

be used for any application where there is the possibility of impact by a 
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person. Many shop windows are made from laminated glass just for this 

reason.  

Tempered Glass  

Although the door windows and the rear window of a car can be 

produced from laminated glass, there is not the same potential for human 

impact in the event of a crash. Therefore, most of these windows are 

made from tempered glass. Tempered auto glass is single-ply, but it is 

treated by heating and then rapid cooling. In the event the glass breaks, 

it does not shatter into dangerous shards but rather into thousands of 

harmless pebble-like pieces that do not have sharp edges.  

Just as laminated glass has applications outside the auto industry, so does 

tempered glass. Tempered glass is an ideal material for products like 

baking and cooking dishes, sunglasses, and the screens used in some cell 

phones and tablets. The manufacturing process for tempered glass results 

in a hard and strong glass when compared to untreated glass of the same 

thickness. Because of the structure, laminated glass can be repaired if it 

chips or gets a small crack, this is not the case with tempered glass, when 

it breaks it needs to be replaced.  
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Listed below will be basic list of terminologies that may help you better 

understand this manual. Some of these terms you may be familiar with 

and others may just be window tint specific and from time to time you 

will hear them when talking to industry people.  

Adhesive – All window tint will have a “sticky” side which is the 

adhesive or glue. This allows the window tint to stick to the glass surface.  

Adhesive Remover – This is a chemical you can purchase from your 

window film wholesaler. We strongly recommend you keep this product 

in stock especially for rear screens. Once the old tint is removed you 

spray the adhesive remover (dissolver) onto the left-over adhesive. You 

will notice that over a few minutes, this will start to eat into the glue and 

soften it up. Making it easier to remove with a non-scratch scourer.  

AM GPS – Some cars will come with a genuine GPS system, AM stands 

for After Market. This is considered non-genuine (not endorsed by the 

brand manufacturer such as Toyota or Ford) and can be installed by an 

audio store or electronics specialist.  

Back edge – The back edge is the vertical edge of the window of a car. 

This is only used when talking about automotive tinting.  

Backing Sheet – Also known as the release linear. This is commonly a 

thin clear sheet of polyester that is on window tint once you receive it 
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from the manufacturer or distributor. Once you remove this clear 

backing sheet or linear this will expose the adhesive of the window film.  

Bumping – Most application for “bumping” is used in flat glass once 

you have finished installing the window tint you take a clean lint-free 

cloth or microfibre towel and wrap it around a gold card or application 

card. Perpendicular to the frame you push to the edge of the window tint 

and frame. It not only pushes out any excess moisture it also soaks up 

the moisture in the cloth or towel.   

Custom Fit – When the window film goes all the way to the top edge of 

a side window this is considered the professional standard and is referred 

to as custom fit.  

Darkest Legal – This is referred to in a lot of cases with Automotive 

Window Tinting, and the darkest legal is the VLT or “darkness” allowed 

in your state. Please be sure to check the laws in your state as they can 

vary. We have included a table in Section 2.8 Window Tint Laws (USA). 

If you are unsure please check with your state authority or the IWFA 

would be able to inform you.  

Dot Matrix – The surround of a ¼ window or a rear screen commonly 

has engraved dots where clear glass joins the edge. This is called the dot 

matrix. You will find at times the window film will lift or be slightly raised 

when it is covering the dot matrix. A car with a thick or large dot matrix 

can require more prep to get a professional job.  
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Factory Edge – When you open a new roll of window film the top, and 

bottom edge is considered the factory edge this is also the only edge in 

which you can heat from the window film.  

Ghosting – If you look at the bottom edge of a side window after a long 

time window film can start to break down and you will notice a squiggle. 

This is more noticeable from the inside of the vehicle. This will happen 

in the spot the film was heat molded and then installed.  

Heat Forming – The same as Heat Molding. Forming can also be 

subbed out as Heat Molding or Shaping this is usually for rear screens or 

curvy windows. The process where you use heat from a heat gun or a 

blow torch to shape the window film to the exact curve of the glass. The 

process takes place on the outside of the glass before the film is cut and 

installed.  

Heat Molding – The same as Heat Forming. Molding can also be 

subbed out as Heat Forming or Shaping this is usually for rear screens or 

curvy windows. The process where you use heat from a heat gun or a 

blow torch to shape the window film to the exact curve of the glass. The 

process takes place on the outside of the glass before the film is cut and 

installed.  

Heat Shrinking – The same as Heat Molding, a better terminology 

however is “molding” as shrinking can sound like the window film is 

inferior to a customer. Molding can also be subbed out as Heat Forming 

or Shaping this is usually for rear screens or curvy windows. The process 

where you use heat from a heat gun or a blow torch to shape the window 
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film to the exact curve of the glass. The process takes place on the outside 

of the glass before the film is cut and installed.  

Leading-edge – This is referring to the first edge of the window film 

you are putting on the glass first. For example, with most driver and 

passenger front windows your leading edge will be the front edge.  

Mounting Solution – A premade mix that is added to filtered water. 

This allows the window film to move around on the glass when you are 

installing it. You will find window tinters like different amounts of a 

mounting solution when they are tinting so there are guidelines however 

you should add what you feel comfortable with. In summer because it is 

warmer you will find that you need to add extra slip solution, and less in 

winter as the temperature is colder. This can also be known as Slip 

Solution.  

Patterns – Some people will prefer to use a template or a pattern to make 

the shape of a window and there are a few different ways you can do this. 

The benefits are you can reduce the risk of damage by not cutting on the 

customer’s glass and near their rubbers. Also, if you find that you are 

tinting the same model car several times it may be easier for you to pre-

cut the windows using your templates or pattern. The patterns can be 

made from scrap release linear or backing sheets.  

Pooled – A large gathering of moisture in a certain area. This is usually 

more noticeable after a few hours when the window film begins to dry. 

On side windows, moisture can pool if you don’t overlap your squeegee 

stroke and apply even pressure, or on the top edge if the rubber Molding 

is tight on the inside and pressing excessively on the window film.  
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Release Linear – Also known as the backing sheet. This is commonly a 

thin clear sheet of polyester that is on window tint once you receive it 

from the manufacturer or distributor. Once you remove this clear 

backing sheet or linear this will expose the adhesive of the window film.  

Relief Cut – This is a 4-6” cut along a defroster line. After the window 

film, has been installed if you have a large finger on the side of the rear 

screen you can put a relief cut in to release some of the excess films and 

you will find the film should lay down more evenly. To do this effectively 

you should cut past the finger or spear by 50%.  

Scratch coat – the outer layer or inside layer of the window tint will have 

a find layer that prevents the window film from scratching this is a scratch 

coat. You can promote this to your customer however be very clear with 

them that this does make the window film scratchproof.  

Slip Solution – A premade mix that is added to filtered water. This 

allows the window film to move around on the glass when you are 

installing it. You will find window tinters like different amounts of slip 

solution when they are tinting so there are guidelines however you should 

add what you feel comfortable with. In summer because it is warmer you 

will find that you need to add extra slip solution, and less in winter as the 

temperature is colder. This can also be known as Mounting Solution.  

U.V – This abbreviation is Ultra Violet (Rays) window film is measured 

in several ways and UV rejection is a big selling point when comparing 

different types of window film.  
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Visors – A small piece of window film that is installed on the top of the 

customers’ windshield. Some customers like a visor strip to reduce the 

morning or afternoon sunlight shinning in their eyes when they are 

driving the vehicle.  

 

Visible Light Transmission of VLT is a term that you will become more 

familiar with once you start in the Window Tinting industry. This term is 

the amount (%) of visible light that is allowed to pass through a surface 

(ie glass). When selling window film the customer will commonly choose 

a “darkness or shade” the number of the film will reflect the VLT so a 

window film may have a code ABC15. The ABC we have just made up 

for this exercise. The ABC will tell you the code for the supplier and the 

following number 15 would tell you that the VLT of this product is 15%. 

So, this film will allow 15% of visible light to pass through the glass 

essentially blocking out 85% of visible light. The lower the number of 

the product the darker the window film will be. If you look at the diagram 

below this will help explain it.   

There are more advanced and technical ways to look at VLT but for the 

basics of window tinting this is all you need to understand. When I first 

started reading about VLT many years ago, it was that technical I wasn’t 

even sure if we were still talking about window tint anymore. You will 
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find that 95% of the time when you are talking to an Automotive or 

Residential customer they will be happy with the explanation that the 

number on the film is the percentage of light that passes through the 

window tint. The LOWER the number the DARKER the window film 

will be.   
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In the United States of America, you will find that not all laws regarding 

window tinting will be the same. Listed below are the different VLT laws 

for each state. Please note that this list was accurate as of early 2017. 

However, as most laws are subject to change please confirm with your 

state authorities before installing window film if you are unsure of the 

laws in the state you are carrying out your installations.  

State Code Font Shield Reflectivity Front 

R/Ups 

Rear R/Ups Vent Rear 

Screen 

        

Alabama AL 100 <20 32 20 20 20 

Alaska AK 100 Non-

metallic 

70 40 40 40 

Arizona AZ 100 <35 33 5 5 5 

California CA 100 Non-

metallic 

70 5 5 5 

Colorado CO 100 Non-

metallic 

27 27 27 27 

Connecticut CT 100 <21 35 35 35 5 

Delaware DE 100 Non-

metallic 

70 5 5 5 

Dist. Of Columbia DC 100 Non-

metallic 

35 35 35 35 

Florida FL 100 <25 28 15 15 15 

Georgia GA 100 <20 32 32 32 32 

Hawaii HI 70 Non-

metallic 

35 35 35 35 
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Idaho ID 100 <35 35 20 20 35 

Illinois IL 100 Non-

metallic 

35 35 35 35 

Indiana IN 100 <25 30 30 30 30 

Iowa IA 100 Non-

metallic 

70 5 5 5 

Kansas KS 100 Non-

metallic 

35 35 35 35 

Kentucky KY 100 <25 35 18 18 18 

Louisiana LA 100 <20 40 25 25 12 

Maine ME 100 Non-

metallic 

35 5 5 5 

Maryland MD 100 Non-

metallic 

35 35 35 35 

Massachusetts MA 100 <35 35 35 35 35 

Michigan MI 100 <35 Top 4" 5 5 5 

Minnesota MN 100 <20 50 50 50 50 

Mississippi MS 100 <20 28 28 28 28 

Missouri MO 100 <35 35 5 5 5 

Montana MT 100 <35 24 15 15 15 

Nebraska NE 100 <35 35 20 20 20 

Nevada NV 100 Non-

metallic 

35 5 5 5 

New Hampshire NH 100 Non-

metallic 

100 35 35 35 

New Jersey NJ 100 Non-

metallic 

100 5 5 5 
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New Mexico  NM  100  Non-metallic  20  20  20  20  

New York  NY  100  Non-metallic  70  70  70  5  

North Carolina  NC  100  <20  35  35  35  35  

North Dakota  ND  70  Non-metallic  50  5  5  5  

Ohio  OH  70  Non-metallic  50  5  5  5  

Oklahoma  OK  100  <25  25  25  25  25  

Oregon  OR  100  <13  35  35  35  35  

Pennsylvania  PA  100  Non-metallic  70  70  70  70  

Rhode Island  RI  100  Non-metallic  70  70  70  70  

South Carolina  SC  100  Non-metallic  27  27  27  27  

South Dakota  SD  100  Non-metallic  35  20  20  20  

Tennessee  TN  100  Non-metallic  35  35  35  35  

Texas  TX  100  <25  25  25  25  5  

Utah  UT  100  Non-metallic  43  5  5  5  

Vermont  VT  100  Non-metallic  100  5  5  5  

Virginia  VA  100  <20  50  35  35  35  

Washington  WA  100  <35  24  24  24  24  

Washington DC  DC  100  Non-metallic  70  35  35  35  

West Virginia  WV  100  <20  35  35  35  35  

Wisconsin  WI  100  Non-metallic  50  35  35  35  

Wyoming  

  

WY  100  <20  28  28  28  28  
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The most common blades that we would use in Window Tinting is the 

OLFA Stainless Steel Blades that come in a yellow box. 

One box will contain 50 blades and a rough gauge will 

go through one to two blades per car. Remember to 

keep a sharp blade as a dull blade can easily scratch the 

glass. Costing you or your employer a lot of money. We 

always say a 50c blade is cheaper than a $500 rear screen 

 

Commonly for a scraper blade (automotive) you would use a 1” stainless 

steel blade. There are a few different brands and it comes down to a 

personal preference. I would be aware of cheap scraper blades again it is 

not worth scratching the glass because you were trying to save a few 

dollars. Most of these packets of blades come in lots of 100. The scraper 

blade should last you roughly one blade per car. Remember if you are 

removing and replacing old film you will most probably use two or more 

blades per window. If you scrape a window and you can see lines where 
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the blade isn’t flush on the surface of the glass then it is a good time to 

change blades.  

Your blade holder is important too. This will make your job more 

comfortable and a lot safer! 

Remember that. Just make sure 

that when you have finished with 

your blade click it back in. 

Nothing more dangerous than an 

exposed scraper blade.  

  

For your spray bottles, there are a few different options. One 

is a hand trigger bottle or a Canyon Sprayer. This is an efficient 

spray bottle with an adjustable nozzle. The next step up is a 

pump-up poly sprayer. This would hold roughly twice as much 

soapy water than a Canyon Sprayer. Now also available is a 

tank, they range from 1-4 gallons. This is a more expensive 
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option starting however they can be pressurized and the benefit is not 

having to fill up your water bottle all day. This can be beneficial for a 

busy Tinter.  
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Your hard cards now come in a variety of different colors. You will find 

that the different colors will represent how firm or soft the card is. This 

again comes down to a personal preference. We use and train people 

using the gold card but that doesn’t mean that this is either right or 

wrong. Make sure you use whatever you feel most comfortable with. An 

important reminder with all hard cards is that if you are using this on the 

inside when you are installing film make sure the card is smooth. A coarse 

hard card will mark the scratch coat of the window film. Once this 

happens the film will have to be replaced.  

 

Your window film squeegees can be put into two different categories. 

Soft Squeegees (outside) and Hard 

Squeegees (inside). The soft squeegee is 

generally used on the outside of the car and 

to clean a window before the window film 

is installed. Usually, the rubber is a thin 

black strip and can be replaced once it has been worn out or is leaving 
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“streaks” behind when you are giving your window a final squeegee clean 

before you install the film.  

Your other squeegee which is 

commonly used is hard. A very popular 

product is a Blue Max blade or the 

Orange Crush. These are much wider 

blades and are used to install the film. 

They will help remove a lot of moisture from the window. We suggest 

that this only be used on the inside. If you are squeegeeing down the 

outside of the glass you can easily damage the blade. This will then 

increase the chances of you scratching the film. The soft squeegee rubber 

is a lot cheaper to replace that is also something to think about too.  

 

You will find some larger hand tools that will only be used for the rear 

screens. They have been designed specifically for this purpose. To get 

down to the bottom edge of the glass and push out the excess moisture. 
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Everyone has different favorites but in time you will work out which tool 

you need for which window. Some of these tools are longer and they are 

to get behind the brake lights that are on the back of the parcel shelf.  

  

It is not common but you may come across a window in which your 

normal tools just won’t do the job you need. In this situation, you may 

need to customize a tool. This could be adding something to strengthen 

it or cutting a tool down so you can access tighter spots. There is no 

playbook for this one you just need to make it work.  

 

You will find on the rear screen (especially when you are using window 

film 20% or lower) it may be hard to see where to cut the film out from 

the outside. In this case, it’s a good idea to have a bright light. This will 

expose the dot-matrix or edge and you will be able to cut the film out 

correctly. If you need a small handheld light say for a hatchback car try 

the light on your phone you will find that works great, and it’s free.   
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Although setting up a complete window 

tinting tool kit is not an extremely expensive 

exercise, it’s recommended that you keep 

small to medium-sized too box to keep all 

your tools in. There is nothing worse than 

turning up to a job site and then realizing you have misplaced a tool you 

need. It may make sense to have a 2-tier toolbox where the top tray can 

be removed. This is convenient when you just require your window 

tinting pouch and a few tools. That way you don’t have to carry a large 

tool box into a customer’s house or onto a job site if it is not necessary. 

Every window tinter has a different preference so we would suggest you 

find what is best for you in this situation. You may also want to consider 

the size of your shop or your vehicle. You would have to shop according 

to this also. This is something to think about too.  

 

Cleaning your Window Tinting Tools is often overlooked but it is a great 

habit to get into from the start of your career. We would suggest this be 
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done weekly or every other week. Being that you are constantly using 

soap and water and cleaning dirty windows the build-up of grim can 

become excessive. The main two tools that need to be regularly cleaned 

would be your squeegees and your spray bottle. Make sure you dismantle 

your squeegee completely then wash it all out. In the channel, you will 

find this area holds the most grime. Don’t forget to empty your spray 

bottle too. It's best practice to get used to this also. They can never be 

too clean.  

 

Some people will start to get a Blue Max blade that has a damaged edge, 

this can cause scratching to the window film when you are installing. One 

option is to sand the edge with some fine grade sand paper, alternatively, 

we recommend you use a fresh stainless steel blade and a metal straight 

edge and slice a fraction off the tip of the blade. You will find that this 

will give you a perfectly new blue max blade and save you $15. This can 

be done up to 20 times. So just remember if your blade is leaving streaks 

or scratches you can trim it to make it new again. This can also be done 

with your corner cards. Both processes are demonstrated in our Training 

Videos.  
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If you realize that you are continually damaging film or cannot perform 

your job the way you want then this is a perfect time to replace your tool. 

You will also find that with the common tools you use it’s a good idea to 

keep a few spare cards. That way you don’t have to make a special trip to 

your window film supplier to pick up an item that may only cost a few 

dollars. You don’t have to start with many tools in your kit, but over time 

it is a great idea to purchase a few extra items each time you place an 

order. You never know when you may need them.  
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It is a good idea to have an inspection sheet for each car that you are 

working on. This is basically your insurance policy against your customer. 

It's sad but this is true. For the most part, you will have honest and loyal 

customers however there are some who are not like us. You may tint all 

their windows and then they come back saying “Oh there is a scratch on 

my front bar”. We all know that this is nothing to do with window tinting 

and the customer is just after someone to pay for their existing damage. 

Therefore, make sure you circle the car at least once looking for any 

scratches, chips, or dents in the paint work. If you do notice some 

damage it’s a good idea to flag this with the customer before taking 

possession of their vehicle and commence working on it.   

 

The same goes with the glass, now we are tinting the glass so this one is 

a lot easier for the customer to blame us. Make sure you check in inside 

and out. Sometimes scratches are not noticeable until the window is 

tinted. There is a good change that the customer has not seen the scratch 

but the window tinting highlights the scratch. So please be careful.  
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If you are going to be driving the customer’s car into your shop from the 

parking lot, it’s recommended that you also inspect their wheels or rims. 

There could be some existing damage which the customer can potentially 

blame you and have you repair the damage. Remember when the 

customer’s car is in your care you are responsible for anything that can 

happen to it. It’s a good idea once again to flag the existing damage with 

your customer or documents the damage by taking photos before you 

drive the car.  

 

Be sure to take all the preventative measures with the inside of the 

customer’s car too. For best practices, we suggest you lay down a drop 

sheet, or towel on the back seat, parcel shelf, and the floor. This is an 

area on a sedan car where you will need to climb into the back seat to tint 

the window. You don’t need to leave dirty footprints on the customer’s 

carpet. Safety first, all the time. We stress it but it is very important.  
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We suggest that this would be Best Practice to clean the outside of the 

glass before you start working on the customer’s vehicle. There are a few 

reasons why this is important to do. Firstly, it allows you to inspect the 

glass to make sure there is no damage before you start tinting. Secondly, 

by ensuring the glass is clean, reduces the chance of contamination when 

you are laying the film on the glass and moving it around to cut the 

window tint out. It may not seem too significant but the dust can 

eventually find its way underneath your film when you tint the window. 

Let’s just start with a clean surface, it’s a great habit to get into from the 

start.  

You can clean the glass in several different ways. We strongly 

recommend you do not ever use a stainless-steel scraper blade on the 

outside of the car. You will that the outside of the glass is softer and can 

easily scratch. To avoid this, you can just thoroughly spray the outside 

with soapy water and either wipe it down with a microfibre cloth or 

squeegee the water off. Alternatively, if the exterior is quite dirty then just 

spray the window with soapy water and use a non-scratch scourer pad to 

clean the window. Then you can squeegee the water off. You will find 

now the surface is clean and ready for you to work on.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New non-scratch scourer pad (or fine grade steel wool)  

 Heavy-duty drop sheet or towel  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes   

 

 

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45-degree angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3. Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint-free towelette.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New stainless steel blades  

 Heavy-duty drop sheet or towel  

 Microfibre or lint-free towelettes  

 

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Place your Heavy -duty drop sheet inside the car. You want to 

place it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting 

to prevent damage.  

2.  Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

3.  Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine-grade 

steel wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing 

over the entire window.  

4.  Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  
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5.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes). 

6. With your spray bottle flush the both sides edge to remove any 

edge contamination.  

7. With your spray bottle flush the bottom edge to remove any edge 

contamination.  

8.  Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  

 

 

What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New non-scratch scourer or fine grade steel wool  

 Heavy-duty drop sheet or towel  

 Microfibre or lint-free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure   

1. Place your heavy-duty drop sheet inside the car. You want to 

place it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting 

to prevent damage and place one on the back deck or parcel shelf.  

2. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

3. Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade steel 

wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing over 

the entire window.  

4. Dry your top edge of the back window with a microfibre or a 

lint-free towel.  

5. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

6. If you have a brake light you can flush behind the brake light and 

make one pass (swipe) with your rear screen too to help clean 

behind there. 

7. We suggest you the flush behind the brake light one more time.  

8. With your spray bottle flush the both sides edge to remove any 

edge contamination.  

9. With your spray bottle flush the bottom edge to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10. Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New non-scratch scourer or fine grade steel wool  

 Heavy duty drop sheet or towel  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

 

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Place your heavy-duty drop sheet inside the car. You want to 

place it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting 

to prevent damage and place one on the back deck covering all 

the electronics.  

2. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

3. Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade steel 

wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing over 

the entire window.  
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4. Dry your top edge of the front window with a microfibre or a 

lint-free towel.  

5. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

6.  We suggest you limit the amount of water you flush on the 

bottom edge. You can also just swipe the excess water with a rear 

screen too to remove any unwanted contamination.  

7.  With your spray bottle flush the both sides edge to remove any 

edge contamination.  

8.  With your spray bottle flush the bottom edge to remove any edge 

contamination.  

9.  Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  
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You may find that some customers want to have a visor or sun strip 

placed on their front screen. Commonly this is a 6-12” band of the top 

edge of the screen of a vehicle. This will help reduce the direct sunlight 

which can be uncomfortable for the eyes of the driver. It is important 

however that you check state laws on how large this visor strip can be 

before you install one in a customer's car. You will find that laws will vary 

from country to country and state to state.  

  

 

What you will need to complete this task  

 The Tint School Auto Inspection Sheet  

 Ball Point Pen or a Pencil  

 Microfibre Towel  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner or Soapy Water (in your sprayer)  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2. Gently wipe the window on the outside with a microfibre towel 

(this allows for an accurate inspection of the window.  

3. Inspect the glass for any existing damage (cracks, chips, or 

scratches).  

4. Inspect the surrounding panel for existing damage (scratched 

paint work, dents, or damaged window seals).  

5. Using The Tint School Automotive Inspection Sheet take note 

of any existing damage or if something is not working correctly.  

 

 

What you will need to complete this task 

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New non-scratch scourer or fine grade steel wool   

 Heavy-duty  drop sheet or towel  

 Microfibre or lint-free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45-degree angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3. Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint-free towelette.  

4. Place your heavy-duty drop sheet inside the car. You want to 

place it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting 

to prevent damage.  

5. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

6. Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine-grade steel 

wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing over 

the entire window.  

7. Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45-degree angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9. With your spray bottle flush both side edges to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10. Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  
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What you will need to complete this task 

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint-free towelettes  

 Trash Bin or Garbage Bag  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2. Lay on a piece of window film ensuring that it is wide enough to 

cover the glass and the release linear is facing out (you can pre-

cut this on a work bench if you like).  

3. Hard seal or lock the window film on using your hard card.  

4. Overlay the bottom edge by 1/8” if the bottom edge is not 

curved.  
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5. Using your OLFA Knife Blade cut roughly 1/8” larger than the 

black surrounding.  

6. Remember to snap off a new tip of your blade, hold at a 45-

degree angle, and 3-4 snaps of your blade.  

7. You should also use the “button method” so you do not scratch 

the customer's glass.  

8. If the window has any fingers or spears you will need to mold 

them using your heat gun and a hard card.  

9. Ensure the window film is the correct shape and size.  

10. Remove the window film and lay it onto your peeling board linear 

facing out.  

11. Make sure the board is wet otherwise the tint will not hold to the 

glass  

  

What you will need to complete this task 

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  
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 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45-degree angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3.  Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint-free towelette.  

4.  Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to 

place it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting 

to prevent damage.  

5.  Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

6.  Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine-grade 

steel wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing 

over the entire window.  

7.  Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9.  With your spray bottle flush the bottom edge to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10.  Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  
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11.  Moist the inside of the glass with soapy water (leaving the top 

inch completely dry to avoid contamination).  

12.  Step out of the car and go to the peeling board.  

13.  Peel the release linear off the window film starting from the top 

of the film.  

14.  As you are peeling the linear spray the exposed film and keep the 

linear at a low angle close to the peeling board.  

15.  Once the window film has been completely peeled thoroughly 

spray the exposed adhesive.  

16.  Place the clear sheet or release it linear into a trash can do not 

throw it on the floor.  

17. With both hands carry the window tint into the car being 

extremely careful now to touch the adhesive side of the window.  

18.  Once you are inside the vehicle lay on the bottom edge of the 

window first.  

19.  Once the bottom edge is in the correct position slowly lift your 

hands towards the top edge laying on more of the tint onto the 

window.  

20.  Now the window tint is on the glass, adjust it into the right 

position where there are now gap and smooth out any spears or 

fingers with your hand.  

21.  Moist the window film with soapy water.  
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22.  Using your Hard Squeegee (Blue or White Max) lock in the 

center of the window lightly. You can use one hand in the corner 

of the window to hold the tint firm so it does not move around.  

23.  Using your hard squeegee, you want to squeegee left to right in 

the centre of the window. This will divide your window into the 

top and bottom sections.  

24.  Start in the middle of the window and no squeegee up and then 

down. You now should see a “+” symbol.  

25.  Start now one section at a time with your hard squeegee pushing 

out the remainder of the moisture. You want to start from the 

centre and work your way to the edge.  

26.  Now Moist the window one more time and repeat steps 22-26 

(you will not need to smooth out any spears or fingers).  

27.  You want to squeegee now with a lot of pressure to remove as 

much moisture as possible. This ensures the window film will dry 

out as quickly as possible for the customer.  

28. Wrap your corner card or gold card into a lint-free towel and 

push firmly over all the edges. The towel will soak up excess 

water and help the window film sit down nicely.  

29.  Moist the window with soapy water.  

30.  Wipe down the glass and interior trims so the soapy water does 

not mark the customer’s car.  
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1.  If you are trying to cut out a dark window film (30% or darker) 

you can use a light on the inside to see where you need to cut the 

window film.  

2.  Alternatively, you can cut out a template on the outside using an 

old release linear.  

3.  Reduce contamination by cleaning the outside of the window 

before you lay up your window film.  

4.  Snap a new tip of your OLFA Blade every time you attempt a 

new cut to avoid any unnecessary glass damage.  

5.  Place a button underneath the window film when you are cutting 

on the outside to eliminate the chance of any damage to the glass.  

6.  Place a heavy-dutydrop cloth inside the car so you don’t dirty or 

damage anything. This will keep the car clean.  

7.  Be sure to mark down any damage and notify the customer.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution, or  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner  

 Microfibre or lint-free towelettes  

  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water or tint-safe 

glass cleaner.  

2.  Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak-free finish.  

3.  Moist the inside of the window with soapy water or tint-safe 

glass cleaner.  

4.  Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak-free finish.  

5.  The window should now be ready to present to the customer.  
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Sunroofs are manufactured with a laminated glass, this is for safety 

reasons.  I would strongly recommend you stay away from tinting them. 

There is a risk of glass breakage if you apply the wrong film. Make sure 

if you are going to install window film to a sunroof you check the 

guidelines from your product supplier. They will let you know what film 

is safe to use. It will be a light window film with a low heat absorption, 

something with a high head absorption can cause too much thermal 

stress and lead to glass breakage. Just be cautious if you are planning on 

tinting a sunroof.  

 

What you will need to complete this task  

 The Tint School Auto Inspection Sheet  

 Ball Point Pen or a Pencil  

 Microfibre Towel  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner or Soapy Water (in your sprayer)  

The Tint School Procedure  
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1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2.  Gently wipe the window on the outside with a microfibre towel 

(this allows for an accurate inspection of the window).  

3.  Inspect the glass for any existing damage (cracks, chips, or 

scratches).  

4.  Inspect the surrounding panel for existing damage (scratched 

paint work, dents, or damaged window seals).  

5.  On the inside check the sunroof window to ensure the window 

is functioning correctly.  

6.  Using The Tint School Automotive Inspection Sheet take note 

of any existing damage or is something is not working correctly.  

  

What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New stainless Steel blades  

 Heavy-dutydrop sheet or towel  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3.  Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4.  Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to 

place it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting 

to prevent damage.  

5.  Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

6.  Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine-grade 

steel wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing 

over the entire window.  

7.  Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45-degree angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9.  With your spray bottle flush the bottom edge to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10.  Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

 Trash Bin or Garbage Bag  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2.  Lay on a piece of window film ensuring that it is wide enough to 

cover the glass and the release linear is facing out (you can pre-

cut this on a work bench if you like).  

3.  Hard seal or lock the window film on using your hard card.  

4.  Using your OLFA Knife Blade cut roughly 1/8” larger than the 

black surrounding.  

5.  Remember to snap off a new tip of you blade, hold at a 45 degree  

angle and 3-4 snaps of your blade.  
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6.  You should also use the “button method” so you do not scratch 

the customers' glass.  

7.  If the window has any fingers or spears you will need to mold 

them using your heat gun and a hard card.  

8.  Ensure the window film is in the correct shape and size.  

9. Remove the window film and lay it onto your peeling board linear 

facing out.  

10.  Make sure the board is wet otherwise the tint will not hold to the 

glass.  

  

  

What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint-free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3.  Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint-free towelette.  

4.  Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to 

place it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting 

to prevent damage.  

5.  Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

6.  Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade 

steel wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing 

over the entire window.  

7.  Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9.  With your spray bottle flush both side edges to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10.  Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  

11.  Moist the inside of the glass with soapy water (leaving the top 

inch completely dry to avoid contamination).  
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12.  Step out of the can and go to the peeling board.  

13.  Peel the release linear off the window film starting from the top 

of the film.  

14.  As you are peeling the linear spray the exposed film and keep the 

linear at a low angle close to the peeling board.  

15.  Once the window film has been completely peeled thoroughly 

spray the exposed adhesive.  

16.  Place the clear sheet or release linear into a trash can do not 

throw it on the floor.  

17.  With both hands carry the window tint into the car being 

extremely careful now to touch the adhesive side of the window.  

18.  Once you are inside the vehicle lay on the bottom edge of the 

window first.  

19.  Once the bottom edge is in the correct position slowly lift your 

hands towards the top edge laying on more of the tint onto the 

window.  

20. Now the window tint is on the glass, adjust it into the right 

position where there are now gap and smooth out any spears or 

fingers with your hand.  

21.  Moist the window film with soapy water.  

22.  Using your Hard Squeegee (Blue or White Max) lock in the 

centre of the window lightly. You can use one hand in the corner 

of the window to hold the tint firm so it does not move around.  
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23.  Using your hard squeegee, you want to squeegee left to right in 

the centre of the window. This will divide your window into the 

top and bottom sections.  

24.  Start in the middle of the window and no squeegee up and then 

down. You now should see a “+” symbol.  

25.  Start now one section at a time with your hard squeegee pushing 

out the remainder of the moisture. You want to start from the 

centre and work your way to the edge.  

26.  Now Moist the window one more time and repeat steps 22-26 

(you will not need to smooth out any spears or fingers).  

27.  You want to squeegee now with a lot of pressure to remove as 

much moisture as possible. This ensures the window film will dry 

out as quickly as possible for the customer.  

28.  Wrap your corner card or gold card into a lint-free towel and 

push firmly over all the edges. The towel will soak up excess 

water and help the window film sit down nicely.  

29.  Moist the window with soapy water.  

30.  Wipe down the glass and interior trims so the soapy water does 

not mark the customer’s car.  
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1. If you are trying to cut out a dark window film (30% or darker) 

you can use a light on the inside to see where you need to cut the 

window film.  

2.  Alternatively, you can cut out a template on the outside using an 

old release linear.  

3.  Reduce contamination by cleaning the outside of the window 

before you lay up your window film.  

4.  Snap a new tip of your OLFA Blade every time you attempt a 

new cut to avoid any unnecessary glass damage.  

5.  Place a button underneath the window film when you are cutting 

on the outside to eliminate the chance of any damage to the glass.  

6.  Place a heavy-dutydrop cloth inside the car so you don’t dirty or 

damage anything. This will keep the car clean.  

7.  Be sure to mark down any damage and notify the customer.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution, or  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water or tint safe 

glass cleaner.  

2.  Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

3.  Moist the outside of the window with soapy water or tint safe 

glass cleaner.  

4.  Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

5.  The window should now be ready to present to the customer.  
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Side windows can vary slightly and you will find that different window 

tinters will have different preferences in how they want to install the 

window film. Probably the easiest way is there is no right or wrong way, 

but there is a good and bad job. You must adopt a technique that would 

are comfortable with. We will cover some different techniques as well as 

different types of side doors.  

  

  

The most common technique for window tinting would be the slide 

down technique or what is known as “bottom loading”. For this 

technique to be effective you need to have adequate space or a gap 

between the glass and the door panel so that the window film can slide 

down and not catch on the door rubber.   

Another technique that is important to know is the half peel which is 

known as “top loading” this is where you lay the film on the top half of 
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the window first. Once you have removed all the moisture you take the 

window up, and finish off the bottom half of the window.  

Again, it comes down to experience, and what technique you feel 

comfortable. It’s always a great idea if you can work alongside another 

experienced window tinter. You would be surprised at what tips and 

tricks you can pick up from others. Always have an open mind to 

learning.  

  

  

What you will need to complete this task  

 The Tint School Auto Inspection Sheet  

 Ball Point Pen or a Pencil  

 Microfibre Towel  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner or Soapy Water (in your sprayer)  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2.  Gently wipe the window on the outside with a microfibre towel 

(this allows for an accurate inspection of the window).  

3.  Inspect the glass for any existing damage (cracks, chips or 

scratches).  

4.  Inspect the surrounding panel for existing damage (scratched 

paint work, dents, or damaged window seals).  

5.  On the inside, pop out the Cargo window to ensure the window 

is functioning correctly.  

6.  Using The Tint School Automotive Inspection Sheet take note 

of any existing damage or is something is not working correctly.  

 

What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New stainless steel blades  

 Heavy-duty drop sheet or towel  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45-degree angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3. Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4. Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to place 

it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting to 

prevent damage.  

5. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

6. Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade steel 

wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing over 

the entire window.  

7. Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45-degree angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9. With your spray bottle flush both side edges to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10. Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

 Trash Bin or Garbage Bag  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1.  Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2.  Lay on a piece of window film ensuring that it is wide enough to 

cover the glass and the release linear is facing out (you can pre-

cut this on a work bench if you like).  

3.  Hard seal or lock the window film on using your hard card.  

4.  Overlay the bottom edge by 1/8” if the bottom edge is not 

curved.  
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5.  Using your OLFA Knife Blade cut the font edge in line with the 

vertical rubber on the front edge of the window.  

6.  Remember to snap off a new tip of you blade, hold at a 45 degree  

angle and 3-4 snaps of your blade.  

7.  Along the top edge cut off the excess film leave roughly 1-2” 

excess.  

8.  If the window has any fingers or spears you will need to mould 

them using your heat gun and a hard card.  

9.  Ensure the window film it the correct shape and size.  

10.  Remove the window film and lay it onto your peeling board 

linear facing out.  

11.  If there are any jiggered edges you will be able to cut them to 

make them neater on the cutting board.  

12.  Make sure the board is wet otherwise the tint will not hold to the 

glass.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45-degree angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3.  Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4.  Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  
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5.  Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade 

steel wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing 

over the entire window.  

6.  Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

7.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

8.  With your spray bottle flush both side edges to remove any edge 

contamination.  

9.  With your bottle spray the inside of the glass with soapy water 

(leaving the top inch completely dry to avoid contamination).  

10.  Step out of the can and go to the peeling board.  

11.  Peel the release linear off the window film starting from the top 

of the film.  

12.  As you are peeling the linear spray the exposed film and keep the 

linear at a low angle close to the peeling board.  

13.  Once the window film has been completely peeled thoroughly 

spray the exposed adhesive.  

14.  Place the clear sheet or release linear into a trash can do not 

throw it on the floor.  

15.  With both hands carry the window tint into the car being 

extremely careful now to touch the adhesive side of the window.  

16.  Sit down on your chair or stool in a comfortable position so you 

can reach the glass.  
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17.  You want to lead with the front edge of the film.  

18.  Keeping the back edge of the window a couple of inches away 

from the glass.  

19.  As you lay the front edge on slide it towards you until it closes 

the gap and slides into the rubber.  

20.  Lay the rest of the bottom edge on the glass and slide the 

window film down.  

21.  Once the bottom edge is in the correct position slowly lift your 

hands towards the top edge laying on more of the tint onto the 

window.  

22.  Now the window tint is on the glass, adjust it to the right 

position where there is no gap and smooth out any spears or 

fingers with your hand.  

23.  Moist the window film with soapy water.  

24.  Using your Hard Squeegee (Blue or White Max) lock in the 

centre of the window lightly. You can use one hand in the corner 

of the window to hold the tint firm so it does not move around.  

25.  Using your hard squeegee, you want to squeegee left to right on 

the top of the window. This will divide your window into the top 

and bottom sections.  

26.  Start in the middle of the window and squeegee down the 

middle. You now should see a “T” symbol.  
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27.  Start now one section at a time with your hard squeegee pushing 

out the remainder of the moisture. You want to start from the 

centre and work your way to the edge.  

28.  Now Moist the window one more time and repeat steps 22-27 

(you will not need to smooth out any spears or fingers).  

29.  If the window is very small it may be easier to use your cornering 

card instead of using a Blue Max squeegee.  

30.  You want to squeegee now with a lot of pressure to remove as 

much moisture as possible. This ensures the window film will dry 

out as quickly as possible for the customer.  

31.  Wrap your corner card or gold card into a lint-free towel and 

push firmly over all the edges. The towel will soak up excess 

water and help the window film sit down nicely.  

32. Moist the window with soapy water.  

33.  Film wipe down of the glass and interior trims so the soapy water 

does not mark the customer’s car.  

34.  With your spray bottle flush the bottom edge to remove any edge 

contamination.  

35.  Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

 Trash Bin or Garbage Bag  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1.  Spray soapy water onto the outside of the window  

2.  Lay on a piece of window film ensuring that it is wide enough to 

cover the glass and the release linear is facing out (you can pre-

cut this on a work bench if you like).  

3.  Overlay the bottom edge by 1/8” if the bottom edge is not 

curved.  

4.  Using your OLFA Knife Blade cut the font edge in line with the 

vertical rubber on the front edge of the window.  
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5.  Remember to snap off a new tip of your blade, hold at a 45-

degree angle and 3-4 snaps of your blade.  

6.  Check on the inside of how tight the front rubber is or how 

much clearance you how (this will tell you how many films you 

need to slide into the rubber).  

7.  Pull the front edge forward roughly 1/8”.  

8.  Hard seal or lock the window film on using your hard card.  

9. Cut along the back vertical edge.  

10.  You can now lift the bottom edge away from the glass and put 

the window forward roughly 2”.  

11.  You will find the will expose the top edge.  

12.  With a fresh blade cut along the top edge hold the knife blade at 

a 45 degree  angle. This skill can take some time to get used to.  

13.  If the window has any fingers or spears you will need to mold 

them using your heat gun and a hard card.  

14.  Ensure the window film is the correct shape and size.  

15.  Remove the window film and lay it onto your peeling board 

linear facing out.  

16.  If there are any jiggered edges you will be able to cut them to 

make them neater on the cutting board.  

17.  Make sure the board is wet otherwise the tint will not hold to the 

glass.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

  

  

The Tint School Procedure 

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45-degree angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3.  Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4.  Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  
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5.  Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade 

steel wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing 

over the entire window.  

6.  Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

7.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree   angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

8.  With your spray bottle flush both side edges to remove any edge 

contamination.  

9.  Spray the inside of the glass with soapy water (leaving the top 

inch completely dry to avoid contamination).  

10.  Step out of the can and go to the peeling board.  

11.  Peel the release linear off the window film starting from the top 

of the film.  

12.  As you are peeling the linear spray the exposed film and keep the 

linear at a low angle close to the peeling board.  

13.  Once the window film has been completely peeled thoroughly 

spray the exposed adhesive.  

14.  Place the clear sheet or release linear into a trash can do not 

throw it on the floor.  

15.  With both hands carry the window tint into the car being 

extremely careful now to touch the adhesive side of the window.  

16.  Sit down on your chair or stool in a comfortable position so you 

can reach the glass.  
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17.  You want to lead with the front edge of the film.  

18.  Keeping the back edge of the window a couple of inches away 

from the glass.  

19.  As you lay the front edge on the glass, slide it towards the front 

and as it closes the gap and slides into the rubber.  

20.  Lay the rest of the bottom edge on the glass and slide the 

window film down.  

21.  Once the bottom edge is in the correct position slowly lift your 

hands towards the top edge laying on more of the tint onto the 

window.  

22.  Now the window tint is on the glass, adjust it into the right 

position where there is no gap and smooth out any spears or 

fingers with your hand.  

23.  Moist the window film with soapy water.  

24.  Using your Hard Squeegee (Blue or White Max) lock in the 

centre of the window lightly. You can use one hand in the corner 

of the window to hold the tint firm so it does not move around.  

25.  Using your hard squeegee, you want to squeegee left to right on 

the top of the window. This will divide your window into the top 

and bottom section.  

26.  Start in the middle of the window and squeegee down the 

middle. You now should see a “T” symbol.  
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27.  Start now one section at a time with your hard squeegee pushing 

out the remainder of the moisture. You want to start from the 

centre and work your way to the edge.  

28.  Now Moist the window one more time and repeat steps 22-26 

(you will not need to smooth out any spears or fingers).  

29.  If the window is very small it may be easier to use your cornering 

card instead of using a Blue Max squeegee.  

30.  You want to squeegee now with a lot of pressure to remove as 

much moisture as possible. This ensures the window film will dry 

out as quickly  as possible for the customer.  

31.  Wrap your corner card or gold card into a lint-free towel and 

push firmly over all the edges. The towel will soak up and excess 

water and help the window film sit down nicely.  

32. Moist the window with soapy water.  

33.  Film wipe down of the glass and interior trims so the soapy water 

does not mark the customer’s car.  

34.  Your spray bottle flush the bottom edge to remove any edge 

contamination.  

35.  Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

 Trash Bin or Garbage Bag  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Before you commence, check your windows to see how much 

the window shifts or moves when you put it down. You may find 

that the window drops in 1/2” this tells you that when you are 

cutting out the film you need to take this into consideration and 

make that edge 1/2” longer.  

2.  Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

3.  Lay on a piece of window film ensuring that it is wide enough to 

cover the glass and the release linear is facing out (you can pre-

cut this on a work bench if you like).  
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4.  Overlay the bottom edge by 1/8” if the bottom edge is not 

curved.  

5.  Using your OLFA Knife Blade cut the font edge in line with the 

vertical rubber on the front edge of the window.  

6.  Remember to snap off a new tip of your blade, hold at a 45-

degree angle, and 3-4 snaps of your blade.  

7.  Check on the inside of how tight the front rubber is or how 

much clearance you how (this will tell you how many films you 

need to slide into the rubber).  

8.  Pull the front edge forward roughly 1/8”.  

9.  Hard seal or lock the window film on using your hard card.  

10.  Cut along the back vertical edge.  

11.   You can now lift the bottom edge away from the glass and put 

the window down roughly 2”.  

12.  You will find the will expose the top edge.  

13.  With a fresh blade cut along the top edge hold the knife blade at 

a 45 degree  angle. This skill can take some time to get used to.  

14.  If the window has any fingers or spears you will need to mold 

them using your heat gun and a hard card.  

15.  Ensure the window film is the correct shape and size.  

16.  Remove the window film and lay it onto your peeling board 

linear facing out.  
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17.  If there are any jiggered edges you will be able to cut them to 

make them neater on the cutting board.  

18.  Make sure the board is wet otherwise the tint will not hold to the 

glass.  

  

  

 What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure 

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3.  Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4.  Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

5.  Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade 

steel wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing 

over the entire window.  

6.  Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

7.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

8.  With your spray bottle flush both side edges to remove any edge 

contamination.  

9.  Spray the inside of the glass with soapy water (leaving the top 

inch completely dry to avoid contamination).  

10.  Step out of the can and go to the peeling board.  

11.  Peel the release linear off the window film starting from the top 

of the film.  
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12.  As you are peeling the linear spray the exposed film and keep the 

linear at a low angle close to the peeling board.  

13.  Once the window film has been completely peeled thoroughly 

spray the exposed adhesive.  

14.  Place the clear sheet or release linear into a trash can do not 

throw it on the floor.  

15.  With both hands carry the window tint into the car being 

extremely careful now to touch the adhesive side of the window.  

16.  Sit down on your chair or stool in a comfortable position so you 

can reach the glass.  

17.  You want to lead with the front edge of the film.  

18.  Keeping the back edge of the window a couple of inches away 

from the glass.  

19.  As you lay the front edge on slide it towards the from you it 

closes the gap and slides into the rubber.  

20.  Lay the rest of the bottom edge on the glass and slide the 

window film down.  

21.  Once the bottom edge is in the correct position slowly lift your 

hands towards the top edge laying on more of the tint onto the 

window.  

22.  Now the window tint is on the glass, adjust it into the right 

position where there is no gap and smooth out any spears or 

fingers with your hand.  

23.  Moist the window film with soapy water.  
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24.  Using your Hard Squeegee (Blue or White Max) lock in the 

centre of the window lightly. You can use one hand in the corner 

of the window to hold the tint firm so it does not move around.  

25.  Using your hard squeegee, you want to squeegee left to right on 

the top of the window. This will divide your window into the top 

and bottom section.  

26.  Start in the middle of the window and squeegee down the 

middle. You now should see a “T” symbol.  

27.  Start now one section at a time with your hard squeegee pushing 

out the remainder of the moisture. You want to start from the 

centre and work your way to the edge.  

28.  Now Moist the window one more time and repeat steps 22-26 

(you will not need to smooth out any spears or fingers).  

29.  If the window is very small it may be easier to use your cornering 

card instead of using a Blue Max squeegee.  

30.  You want to squeegee now with a lot of pressure to remove as 

much moisture as possible. This ensures the window film will dry 

out as quickly  as possible for the customer.  

31.  Wrap your corner card or gold card into a lint-free towel and 

push firmly over all the edges. The towel will soak up and excess 

water and help the window film sit down nicely.  

32. Moist the window with soapy water.  

33.  Film wipe down of the glass and interior trims so the soapy water 

does not mark the customer’s car.  
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34.  Your spray bottle flush the bottom edge to remove any edge 

contamination.  

35.  Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  

 

 

This method refers to the top edge of your side windows, custom fit or 

micro edge is a professional finish so the window tint goes all the way to 

the top and in ways the window actually looks like it is factory tinted. The 

best way to achieve this is install the window film leaving 1/8” excess or 

overlapping then shave it with your knife at a 45 degree  angle. We 

suggest you use one blade per window as a dull blade may tear the film. 

Also, if the film has started to tack onto the glass this will make it easier 

to shave. You can also use a fine face file to achieve the same result.  
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1. Reduce contamination by cleaning the outside of the window 

before you lay up your window film.  

2.  Snap a new tip of your OLFA Blade every time you attempt a 

new cut to avoid any unnecessary glass damage.  

3.  When you are laying up your window on the outside of the car 

if you see any spears or fingers be sure to heat from them before 

you install the window film.  

4.  Place a heavy-dutydrop cloth inside the car so you don’t dirty or 

damage anything. This will keep the car clean.  

5.  Be sure to mark down any damage and notify the customer.  

  

What you will need to complete this task  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution, or  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water or tint safe 

glass cleaner.  

2.  Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

3.  Moist the inside of the window with soapy water or tint safe glass 

cleaner.  

4.  Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

5.  The window should now be ready to present to the customer.  
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Although the 1/4 window can be the smallest window on the car it can 

sometimes prove the most difficult to get to, it seems lately they have 

been making them harder and harder for window tinters. It is difficult to 

cover all different types of these window via a manual but the key is 

making sure the window is cut to the correct size. Slightly too big and it 

may not fit, slightly too small and there will be a gap.  

  

  

What you will need to complete this task  

 The Tint School Auto Inspection Sheet  

 Ball Point Pen or a Pencil  

 Microfibre Towel  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner or Soapy Water (in your sprayer)  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2.  Gently wipe the window on the outside with a microfibre towel 

(this allows for an accurate inspection of the window).  

3.  Inspect the glass for any existing damage (cracks, chips or 

scratches).  

4.  Inspect the surrounding panel for existing damage (scratched 

paint work, dents, or damaged window seals).  

5.  On the inside, pop out the Cargo window to ensure the window 

is functioning correctly.  

6.  Using The Tint School Automotive Inspection Sheet take note 

of any existing damage or is something is not working correctly  

 

 

What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New stainless Steel blades  

 Heavy-dutydrop sheet or towel  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3.  Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4.  Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to 

place it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting 

to prevent damage.  

5.  Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

6.  Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade 

steel wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing 

over the entire window.  

7.  Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9.  With your spray bottle flush the bottom edge to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10.  Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

 Trash Bin or Garbage Bag  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2.  Lay on a piece of window film ensuring that it is wide enough to 

cover the glass and the release linear is facing out (you can pre-

cut this on a work bench if you like)  

3.  Hard seal or lock the window film on using your hard card.  

4.  Commonly the 1/4 window can be cut out exact or with a light 

bit of excess.   

5.  Inspect the window on the inside before proceeding.  

6.  Using your OLFA Knife Blade cut roughly 1/8” larger than the 

black surrounding.  
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7.  Remember to snap off a new tip of you blade, hold at a 45 degree  

angle and 3-4 snaps of your blade.  

8.  If the window has any fingers or spears you will need to mould 

them using your heat gun and a hard card.  

9. Ensure the window film it the correct shape and size.  

10.  Remove the window film and lay it onto your peeling board 

linear facing out.  

11.  Make sure the board is wet otherwise the tint will not hold to the 

glass.  

 

  

What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3.  Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4.  Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to 

place it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting 

to prevent damage.  

5.  Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

6.  Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade 

steel wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing 

over the entire window.  

7.  Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9.  With your spray bottle flush both side edges to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10.  Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  

11.  Moist the inside of the glass with soapy water (leaving the top 

inch completely dry to avoid contamination).  
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12.  Step out of the can and go to the peeling board.  

13.  Peel the release linear off the window film starting from the top 

of the film.  

14.  As you are peeling the linear spray the exposed film and keep the 

linear at a low angle close to the peeling board.  

15.  Once the window film has been completely peeled thoroughly 

spray the exposed adhesive.  

16.  Place the clear sheet or release linear into a trash can do not 

throw it on the floor.  

17.  With both hands carry the window tint into the car being 

extremely careful now to touch the adhesive side of the window.  

18.  Once you are inside the vehicle lay on the bottom edge of the 

window first.  

19.  Once the bottom edge is in the correct position slowly lift your 

hands towards the top edge laying on more of the tint onto the 

window.  

20.  Now the window tint is on the glass, adjust it into the right 

position where there are now gap and smooth out any spears or 

fingers with your hand.  

21.  Moist the window film with soapy water.  

22.  Using your Hard Squeegee (Blue or White Max) lock in the 

centre of the window lightly. You can use one hand in the corner 

of the window to hold the tint firm so it does not move around.  
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23.  Using your hard squeegee, you want to squeegee left to right in 

the centre of the window. This will divide your window into the 

top and bottom section.  

24.  Start in the middle of the window and no squeegee up and then 

down. You now should see a “+” symbol.  

25.  Start now one section at a time with your hard squeegee pushing 

out the remainder of the moisture. You want to start from the 

centre and work your way to the edge.  

26.  Now Moist the window one more time and repeat steps 22-26 

(you will not need to smooth out any spears or fingers).  

27.  If the window is very small it may be easier to use your cornering 

card instead of using a Blue Max squeegee.  

28.  You want to squeegee now with a lot of pressure to remove as 

much moisture as possible. This ensures the window film will dry 

out as quickly  as possible for the customer.  

29.  Wrap your corner card or gold card into a lint-free towel and 

push firmly over all the edges. The towel will soak up and excess 

water and help the window film sit down nicely.  

30.  Moist the window with soapy water.  

31.  Film wipe down of the glass and interior trims so the soapy water 

does not mark the customer’s car.  
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1. If you are trying to cut out a dark window film (30% or darker) 

you can use a light on the inside to see where you need to cut the 

window film.  

2.  Alternatively, you can cut out a template on the outside using an 

old release linear.  

3.  Reduce contamination by cleaning the outside of the window 

before you lay up your window film.  

4.  Snap a new tip of your OLFA Blade every time you attempt a 

new cut to avoid any unnecessary glass damage.  

5.  Place a button underneath the window film when you are cutting 

on the outside to eliminate the chanced of any damage to the 

glass.  

6.  Make sure if the window is a rubber ¼ window customize the 

rubber by removing a 45 degree  wedge. This allows you room to 

slide the film in for a gap free professional finish.  

7.  If you have any glazing experience it may be easier for you to 

remove the piece of glass and tint it, then reinstall.  

8.  Place a heavy-dutydrop cloth inside the car so you don’t dirty or 

damage anything. This will keep the car clean.  

9.  Be sure to mark down any damage and notify the customer.   
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution, or  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

 

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water or tint safe 

glass cleaner.  

2.  Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

3.  Moist the inside of the window with soapy water or tint safe glass 

cleaner.  

4.  Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

5.  The window should now be ready to present to the customer.  
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These windows are commonly found on older model 2 door coupe cars, 

SUV’s and Passenger Vans or People Movers. It is important that once 

the window is completed there are no visible light gaps from the inside 

out from the outside of the window. In our training notes and pictures, 

we will use a newer model window as this is the most common window 

you will come across when window tinting.  

  

  

What you will need to complete this task  

 The Tint School Auto Inspection Sheet  

 Ball Point Pen or a Pencil  

 Microfibre Towel  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner or Soapy Water (in your sprayer)  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2.  Gently wipe the window on the outside with a microfibre towel 

(this allows for an accurate inspection of the window).  

3.  Inspect the glass for any existing damage (cracks, chips, or 

scratches).  

4.  Inspect the surrounding panel for existing damage (scratched 

paint work, dents, or damaged window seals).  

5.  On the inside, pop out the Cargo window to ensure the window 

is functioning correctly.  

6.  Using The Tint School Automotive Inspection Sheet take note 

of any existing damage or is something is not working correctly.  

 

  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New stainless Steel blades  

 Heavy-dutydrop sheet or towel  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2.  Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3.  Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4.  Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to 

place it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting 

to prevent damage.  

5. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

6. Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade steel 

wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing over 

the entire window.  

7. Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9. With your spray bottle flush both side edges to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10. Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

 Trash Bin or Garbage Bag  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2. Lay on a piece of window film ensuring that it is wide enough to 

cover the glass and the release linear is facing out (you can pre-

cut this on a work bench if you like).  

3. Hard seal or lock the window film on using your hard card.  

4. Overlay the bottom edge by 1/8” if the bottom edge is not 

curved.  
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5. Using your OLFA Knife Blade cut roughly 1/8” larger than the 

black surrounding.  

6. Remember to snap off a new tip of you blade, hold at a 45 degree  

angle and 3-4 snaps of your blade.  

7. You should also use the “button method” so you do not scratch 

the customers glass.  

8. If the window has any fingers or spears you will need to mould 

them using your heat gun and a hard card.  

9. Ensure the window film it the correct shape and size.  

10. Remove the window film and lay it onto your peeling board linear 

facing out.  

11. Make sure the board is wet otherwise the tint will not hold to the 

glass.  

  

 What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3. Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4. Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to place 

it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting to 

prevent damage.  

5. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

6. Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade steel 

wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing over 

the entire window.  

7. Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9. With your spray bottle flush the bottom edge to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10. Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  

11. Moist the inside of the glass with soapy water (leaving the top 

inch completely dry to avoid contamination).  
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12. Step out of the can and go to the peeling board.  

13. Peel the release linear off the window film starting from the top 

of the film.  

14. As you are peeling the linear spray the exposed film and keep the 

linear at a low angle close to the peeling board.  

15. Once the window film has been completely peeled thoroughly 

spray the exposed adhesive.  

16. Place the clear sheet or release linear into a trash can do not throw 

it on the floor.  

17. With both hands carry the window tint into the car being 

extremely careful now to touch the adhesive side of the window.  

18. Once you are inside the vehicle lay on the bottom edge of the 

window first.  

19. Once the bottom edge is in the correct position slowly lift your 

hands towards the top edge laying on more of the tint onto the 

window.  

20. Now the window tint is on the glass, adjust it into the right 

position where there are now gap and smooth out any spears or 

fingers with your hand.  

21. Moist the window film with soapy water.  

22. Using your Hard Squeegee (Blue or White Max) lock in the centre 

of the window lightly. You can use one hand in the corner of the 

window to hold the tint firm so it does not move around.  
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23. Using your hard squeegee, you want to squeegee left to right in 

the centre of the window. This will divide your window into the 

top and bottom section.  

24. Start in the middle of the window and no squeegee up and then 

down. You now should see a “+” symbol.  

25. Start now one section at a time with your hard squeegee pushing 

out the remainder of the moisture. You want to start from the 

centre and work your way to the edge.  

26. Now Moist the window one more time and repeat steps 22-26 

(you will not need to smooth out any spears or fingers).  

27. You want to squeegee now with a lot of pressure to remove as 

much moisture as possible. This ensures the window film will dry 

out as quickly  as possible for the customer.  

28. Wrap your corner card or gold card into a lint-free towel and 

push firmly over all the edges. The towel will soak up and excess 

water and help the window film sit down nicely.  

29. Moist the window with soapy water.  

30. Film wipe down of the glass and interior trims so the soapy water 

does not mark the customer’s car.  
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1. If you are trying to cut out a dark window film (30% or darker) 

you can use a light on the inside to see where you need to cut the 

window film.  

2. Alternatively, you can cut out a template on the outside using an 

old release linear.  

3. Reduce contamination by cleaning the outside of the window 

before you lay up your window film.  

4. Snap a new tip of your OLFA Blade every time you attempt a 

new cut to avoid any unnecessary glass damage.  

5. Place a button underneath the window film when you are cutting 

on the outside to eliminate the chanced of any damage to the 

glass.  

6. Place a heavy-dutydrop cloth inside the car so you don’t dirty or 

damage anything. This will keep the car clean.  

7. Be sure to mark down any damage and notify the customer.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution, or  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water or tint safe 

glass cleaner.  

2. Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

3. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water or tint safe glass 

cleaner.  

4. Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

5. The window should now be ready to present to the customer.  
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If you are new to the Window Tinting Industry then consider yourself 

lucky! It is not common any more to find cars with sliding windows in 

the cargo area. They are now commonly one piece of glass. If you come 

across sliders it will be a 2 piece glass. One is usually fixed and one can 

unclip and slide to let air into the vehicle. It is a good idea to take off any 

latches or clips so you have a clean access to the window. This will not 

only make your job a lot easier but it will make the job a lot cleaner. It’s 

a win/win doing it this way.  

 

What you will need to complete this task  

 The Tint School Auto Inspection Sheet  

 Ball Point Pen or a Pencil  

 Microfibre Towel  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner or Soapy Water (in your sprayer)  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  
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2. Gently wipe the window on the outside with a microfibre towel 

(this allows for an accurate inspection of the window).  

3. Inspect the glass for any existing damage (cracks, chips, or 

scratches)  

4. Inspect the surrounding panel for existing damage (scratched 

paint work, dents, or damaged window seals).  

5. On the inside, pop out the Cargo window to ensure the window 

is functioning correctly.  

6. Using The Tint School Automotive Inspection Sheet take note 

of any existing damage or is something is not working correctly.  

  

  

What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New stainless Steel blades  

 Heavy-dutydrop sheet or towel  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3. Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4. Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to place 

it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting to 

prevent damage.  

5. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

6. Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade steel 

wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing over 

the entire window.  

7. Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9. With your spray bottle flush both side edges to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10. With your spray bottle flush the bottom edge to remove any edge 

contamination.  

11. Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.   
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

 Trash Bin or Garbage Bag  

  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2. Lay on a piece of window film ensuring that it is wide enough to 

cover the glass and the release linear is facing out (you can pre-

cut this on a work bench if you like).  

3. Hard seal or lock the window film on using your hard card.  

4. Overlay the bottom edge by 1/8” if the bottom edge is not 

curved.  
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5. Using your OLFA Knife Blade cut roughly 1/8” larger than the 

black surrounding.  

6. Remember to snap off a new tip of you blade, hold at a 45 degree  

angle and 3-4 snaps of your blade.  

7. You should also use the “button method” so you do not scratch 

the customers glass.  

8. If the window has any fingers or spears you will need to mould 

them using your heat gun and a hard card.  

9. Ensure the window film it the correct shape and size.  

10. Remove the window film and lay it onto your peeling board linear 

facing out.  

11. Make sure the board is wet otherwise the tint will not hold to the 

glass.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3. Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4. Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to place 

it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting to 

prevent damage.  

5. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  
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6. Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade steel 

wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing over 

the entire window.  

7. Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9. With your spray bottle flush both side edges to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10. Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  

   

1. If you are trying to cut out a dark window film (30% or darker) 

you can use a light on the inside to see where you need to cut the 

window film.  

2. Alternatively, you can cut out a template on the outside using an 

old release linear.  

3. Reduce contamination by cleaning the outside of the window 

before you lay up your window film.  

4. Snap a new tip of your OLFA Blade every time you attempt a 

new cut to avoid any unnecessary glass damage.  
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5. Place a button underneath the window film when you are cutting 

on the outside to eliminate the chanced of any damage to the 

glass.  

6. Place a heavy-dutydrop cloth inside the car so you don’t dirty or 

damage anything. This will keep the car clean.  

7. Be sure to mark down any damage and notify the customer.  

  

  

What you will need to complete this task  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution, or  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water or tint safe 

glass cleaner.  

2. Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

3. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water or tint safe glass 

cleaner.  

4. Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

5. The window should now be ready to present to the customer.  
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These windows are commonly found on older model 2 door coupe cars, 

SUV’s and Passenger Vans or People Movers. Most these windows use 

a hinge where the vehicle occupant can release the back or bottom side 

of the window using a leaver. As mentioned this it will allow the window 

to lock out approximately 1” to let fresh air to entire the vehicle and 

ventilate the area as required. When installing window film to this 

window we suggest you leave the window popped out. This is for easier 

installation and, you will find then any excess water from the install will 

drain to the outside of the vehicle. If the vehicle is older and you don’t 

have a black window border surrounding around the pop out latch you 

may have to remove a Phillips head screw that is securing the back edge 

of the window. If the window is the older model it would be a good idea 

to have a second person to insist with the removal. You will find that 

these older models can be more difficult as the screw will be tight and 

occasionally the rubber seals have deteriorated over time. Whichever you 

come across it is important that once the window is completed there are 

no visible light gaps from the inside out from the outside of the window. 

In out training notes and pictures, we will use a newer model pop out 

window as this is the most common window you will come across when 

window tinting.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 The Tint School Auto Inspection Sheet  

 Ball Point Pen or a Pencil  

 Microfibre Towel  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner or Soapy Water (in your sprayer)  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2. Gently wipe the window on the outside with a microfibre towel 

(this allows for an accurate inspection of the window).  

3. Inspect the glass for any existing damage (cracks, chips, or 

scratches).  

4. Inspect the surrounding panel for existing damage (scratched 

paint work, dents, or damaged window seals).  

5. On the inside, pop out the Cargo window to ensure the window 

is functioning correctly.  

6. Using The Tint School Automotive Inspection Sheet take note 

of any existing damage or is something is not working correctly.  
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 What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New stainless Steel blades  

 Heavy-dutydrop sheet or towel  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

  

 The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3. Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4. Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to place 

it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting to 

prevent damage.  

5. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  
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6. Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade steel 

wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing over 

the entire window.  

7. Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9. With your spray bottle flush both side edges to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10. Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  

   

What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

 Trash Bin or Garbage Bag  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2. Lay on a piece of window film ensuring that it is wide enough to 

cover the glass and the release linear is facing out (you can pre-

cut this on a work bench if you like).  

3. Hard seal or lock the window film on using your hard card.  

4. Overlay the bottom edge by 1/8” if the bottom edge is not 

curved.  

5. Using your OLFA Knife Blade cut roughly 1/8” larger than the 

black surrounding.  

6. Remember to snap off a new tip of you blade, hold at a 45 degree  

angle and 3-4 snaps of your blade.  

7. You should also use the “button method” so you do not scratch 

the customers glass.  

8. If the window has any fingers or spears you will need to mould 

them using your heat gun and a hard card.  

9. Ensure the window film it the correct shape and size.  

10. Remove the window film and lay it onto your peeling board linear 

facing out.  

11. Make sure the board is wet otherwise the tint will not hold to the 

glass.  
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 What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3. Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  
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4. Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to place 

it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting to 

prevent damage.  

5. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

6. Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade steel 

wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing over 

the entire window.  

7. Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9. With your spray bottle flush both side edges to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10. Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  

11. Moist the inside of the glass with soapy water (leaving the top 

inch completely dry to avoid contamination).  

12. Step out of the can and go to the peeling board.  

13. Peel the release linear off the window film starting from the top 

of the film.  

14. As you are peeling the linear spray the exposed film and keep the 

linear at a low angle close to the peeling board.  

15. Once the window film has been completely peeled thoroughly 

spray the exposed adhesive.  
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16. Place the clear sheet or release linear into a trash can do not throw 

it on the floor.  

17. With both hands carry the window tint into the car being 

extremely careful now to touch the adhesive side of the window.  

18. Once you are inside the vehicle lay on the bottom edge of the 

window first.  

19. Once the bottom edge is in the correct position slowly lift your 

hands towards the top edge laying on more of the tint onto the 

window.  

20. Now the window tint is on the glass, adjust it into the right 

position where there are now gap and smooth out any spears or 

fingers with your hand.  

21. Moist the window film with soapy water.  

22. Using your Hard Squeegee (Blue or White Max) lock in the centre 

of the window lightly. You can use one hand in the corner of the 

window to hold the tint firm so it does not move around.  

23.  Using your hard squeegee, you want to squeegee left to right in 

the centre of the window. This will divide your window into the 

top and bottom section.  

24. Start in the middle of the window and no squeegee up and then 

down. You now should see a “+” symbol.  

25. Start now one section at a time with your hard squeegee pushing 

out the remainder of the moisture. You want to start from the 

centre and work your way to the edge.  
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26. Now Moist the window one more time and repeat steps 22-25 

(you will not need to smooth out any spears or fingers).  

27. You want to squeegee now with a lot of pressure to remove as 

much moisture as possible. This ensures the window film will dry 

out as quickly as possible for the customer.  

28. Wrap your corner card or gold card into a lint-free towel and 

push firmly over all the edges. The towel will soak up excess 

water and help the window film sit down nicely.  

29. Moist the window with soapy water.  

30. Film wipe down of the glass and interior trims so the soapy water 

does not mark the customer’s car.  

31. Close the cargo window latch.  

  

  

1. If you are trying to cut out a dark window film (30% or darker) 

you can use a light on the inside to see where you need to cut the 

window film.  

2. Alternatively, you can cut out a template on the outside using an 

old release linear.  
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3. Reduce contamination by cleaning the outside of the window 

before you lay up your window film.  

4. Snap a new tip of your OLFA Blade every time you attempt a 

new cut to avoid any unnecessary glass damage.  

5. Place a button underneath the window film when you are cutting 

on the outside to eliminate the chance of any damage to the glass.  

6.  Place a heavy-dutydrop cloth inside the car so you don’t dirty or 

damage anything. This will keep the car clean.  

7. Be sure to mark down any damage and notify the customer.  

  

  

What you will need to complete this task  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution, or  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water or tint safe 

glass cleaner.  

2. Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

3. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water or tint safe glass 

cleaner.  

4. Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution offto give a 

streak free finish.  

5. The window should now be ready to present to the customer  
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This is where the fun begins, some rear screen can be extremely easy and 

some can be quite challenging. We have hatch windows and sedan 

windows. Remember to always start with your top edge. With a hatch 

back (closed) this is your bottom edge. As you hatch the window open 

to tint it you will notice the bottom edge now becomes the highest point 

so we will refer to that as the top edge.  

  

  

There are a number of different rear screen techniques you will need to 

learn. Again, don’t expect to master all of these within the first few 

months. You may only use one technique for most of your rear screens 

but it is great to practice and know all the different methods. You never 

know when you may need them. Some of the windows do might be larger 

than the roll of film that you have, you always need to have a back up 

plan. Your heat gun my die and you can’t get another one, you need a 

back up plan.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 The Tint School Auto Inspection Sheet  

 Ball Point Pen or a Pencil  

 Microfibre Towel  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner or Soapy Water (in your sprayer)  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2. Gently wipe the window on the outside with a microfibre towel 

(this allows for an accurate inspection of the window).  

3. Inspect the glass for any existing damage (cracks, chips, or 

scratches).  

4. Inspect the surrounding panel for existing damage (scratched 

paint work, dents, or damaged window seals).  

5. Using The Tint School Automotive Inspection Sheet take note 

of any existing damage or is something is not working correctly  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New stainless Steel blades  

 Heavy-dutydrop sheet or towel  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3. Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4. Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to place 

it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting to 

prevent damage.  

5. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  
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6. Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade steel 

wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing over 

the entire window.  

7. Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9. With your spray bottle flush both side edges to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10. Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  

  

  

What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

 Trash Bin or Garbage Bag  
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The Tint School Procedure 

1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2. Lay on a piece of window film ensuring that it is wide enough to 

cover the glass and the release linear is facing out (you can pre-

cut this on a work bench if you like).  

3. Make sure it overlaps the area you want to splice on and start 

with the top piece.  

4. Hard seal or lock the window film on using your hard card.  

5. Using your OLFA Knife Blade cut roughly 1” larger than the dot-

matrix and overlapping your splice line.  

6. Remember to snap off a new tip of you blade, hold at a 45 degree  

angle and 3-4 snaps of your blade.  

7. You should also use the “button method” so you do not scratch 

the customers glass.  

8. If the window has any fingers or spears you will need to mould 

them using your heat gun and a hard card.  

9. Seal the “H” pattern which will bring all your curve to the top 

and bottom.  

10. Start heating the spear of finger from the top to the bottom,  

11. You will see it start to “squiggle up”.  

12. Using a microfibre cloth push through the middle of the spear or 

finger.  
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13. You will not get the window film to sit flush to the glass the first 

time you will notice now the spear or finger is smaller.  

14. Heat the film again and push through with a micro fibre.  

15. We use a micro fire cloth to reduce the risk of creasing the film.  

16. When the film is almost completely moulded remove all the 

moisture using your application card.  

17. If there is any area not sitting down flat just used your heat gun 

and application card to mould the window.  

18. Using a fresh knife blade you can cut out the window to the exact 

size or slight bigger (Remember to leave 1” excess over your 

splice line.  

19. Ensure the window film it the correct shape and size.  

20. Remove the window film and lay it onto your peeling board linear 

facing out.  

21. Make sure the board is wet otherwise the tint will not hold to the 

glass.  

22. Now repeat steps 1 to 21 covering the lower part of the window.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3. Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4. Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to place 

it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting to 

prevent damage.  

5. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  
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6. Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade steel 

wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing over 

the entire window.  

7. Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee).   

9. With your spray bottle flush the bottom edge to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10. Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  

11. Moist the inside of the glass with soapy water (leaving the top 

inch completely dry to avoid contamination).  

12. Step out of the can and go to the peeling board.  

13. Peel the release linear off the window film starting from the top 

of the film.  

14. As you are peeling the linear spray the exposed film and keep the 

linear at a low angle close to the peeling board.  

15. Once the window film has been completely peeled thoroughly 

spray the exposed adhesive.  

16. Place the clear sheet or release linear into a trash can do not throw 

it on the floor.  

17. With both hands carry the window tint into the car being 

extremely careful now to touch the adhesive side of the window.  
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18. Once you are inside the vehicle lay on the bottom edge of the 

window first.  

19. Once the bottom edge is in the correct position slowly lift your 

hands towards the top edge laying on more of the tint onto the 

window.  

20. Now the window tint is on the glass, adjust it into the right 

position where there are now gap and smooth out any spears or 

fingers with your hand.  

21. You will find that the rear screen is more “tackier” due to the 

defrost lines, to avoid this issue you can add more soap to your 

spray bottle.  

22. Moist the window film with soapy water.  

23. Using your Hard Squeegee (Blue or White Max) lock in the centre 

of the window lightly. You can use one hand in the corner of the 

window to hold the tint firm so it does not move around.  

24. Using your hard squeegee, you want to squeegee left to right in 

the centre of the window. This will divide your window into the 

top and bottom section.  

25. Start in the middle of the window and no squeegee up and then 

down. You now should see a “+” symbol.  

26. Start now one section at a time with your hard squeegee pushing 

out the remainder of the moisture. You want to start from the 

centre and work your way to the edge.  

27. Now Moist the window one more time and repeat steps 22-26 

(you will not need to smooth out any spears or fingers).  
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28. You want to squeegee now with a lot of pressure to remove as 

much moisture as possible. This ensures the window film will dry 

out as quickly  as possible for the customer.  

29. Wrap your corner card or gold card into a lint-free towel and 

push firmly over all the edges. The towel will soak up and excess 

water and help the window film sit down nicely.  

30. Remember to start with your top piece.  

31. Now repeat steps 5 to 29 on the bottom.  

32.  Using a fresh blade splice or cut along the deforster line which 

as the film overlapped.  

33. You may need to go from left to right and finish coming back the 

other way.  

34. Take your time with the splice as it is important.  

35. Whatever you do don’t stop, if you go off the defroster line just 

keep going and they to get back onto the line.  

36. The defroster line will hide the splice.  

37. Remove the top excess above your splice line.  

38. Peel back your bottom piece to expos the excess trapped 

underneath the film.  

39. Flush this area with soapy water.  

40. Peel out the excess and slowly remove the excess from one side 

to the other.  

41. Be careful not go to fast as you can damage the window.  
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42. As you are peeling out the excess piece make sure you are 

continually spraying a light Moist of soap water behind the film.  

43. Once the piece is out Moist the entire window again.  

44. Using your Hard Squeegee (Blue or White Max) start from the 

centre of the window squeegeeing to the left (working your way 

from top to the bottom).  

45. Each squeegee stroke should be overlapping the previous one by 

50%.  

46. Repeat this process on the right hand side now.  

47. Be sure that you are cautious over the splice line do not place too 

much pressure here in case you tear the film.  

48. Wrap your corner card or gold card into a lint-free towel and 

push firmly over all the edges. The towel will soak up and excess 

water and help the window film sit down nicely.  

49. Moist the window with soapy water.  

50. Film wipe down of the glass and interior trims so the soapy water 

does not mark the customer’s car.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

 Baby Power or Polish  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3. Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4.   
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5. Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to place 

it on the trunk or boot of the car, this is to prevent any possible 

damage.  

6. Apply a small amount of baby power on the outside of the 

window (this is to create a fine barrier between the glass and the 

scratch coat of the window film so it does tack to the glass easily.  

7. Using a small amount of water on a sponge or towel wet a “H” 

pattern on the glass. The vertical lines of the “H” should run on 

the sides of the window where the dot matrix is, and a straight 

horizontal line through the middle of the window.  

8. Lay the window film onto the glass making sure that you have 

covered the entire window and there are now visible light gaps.  

9. With your hand just seal to tack the centre the window.   

10. You are just locking the window on so the film does not try and 

slide off the glass.  

11. Now using a fresh blade and a button underneath the film trim 

off the excess window film. It is good to leave roughly 1-2” 

around the edges.  

12. Using your application card seal through the centre left to right  

sure the film is stretched evenly.  

13. You need to now smooth out the vertical edges and then seal 

with your application card. So now the “H” should be sitting 

flush to the glass and all the curve will be a the top and bottom 

of the window.  
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14. Switch your heat gun on and you need to work your way from 

side to side on the window.  

15. Starting at the bottom half from the centre.  

16. Slowly layer down, you can am at the defroster line if you like this 

is a good guide.   

17. Take your time and make sure you do not over heat the film.  

18. The window film will slowly layer and hug the glass, you will see 

small ripples up to an inch wide but this is normal.   

19. Work your way right to the bottom following the heating pattern.  

20. Once this is done repeat on the top of the window.  

21. Working centre of the glass layering to the top edge.  

22. Remember that there is no water behind the window film so it 

will heat up quick and hold the heat too.  

23. Once the heat Molding has been completed snap a new tip to 

your blade and trim the excess window film off.  

24. Now you can take the back screen to your peeling board and lay 

it on there.  

25. Make sure the peeling board is wet so the film will stay on there 

and not try to fall off onto the ground.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3. Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4. Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet inside the car. You want to place 

it on the floor carpet where you will be walking or sitting to 

prevent damage.  
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5. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

6. Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade steel 

wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing over 

the entire window.  

7. Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9. With your spray bottle flush both side edges to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10. With your spray bottle flush the bottom edge to remove any edge 

contamination.  

11. Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  

12. Moist the inside of the glass with soapy water (leaving the top 

inch completely dry to avoid contamination).  

13. Step out of the can and go to the peeling board.  

14. Peel the release linear off the window film starting from the top 

of the film.  

15. As you are peeling the linear spray the exposed film and keep the 

linear at a low angle close to the peeling board.  

16. Once the window film has been completely peeled thoroughly 

spray the exposed adhesive.  

17. Place the clear sheet or release linear into a trash can do not throw 

it on the floor.  
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18. With both hands carry the window tint into the car being 

extremely careful now to touch the adhesive side of the window.  

19. Once you are inside the vehicle lay on the bottom edge of the 

window first.  

20. Once the bottom edge is in the correct position slowly lift your 

hands towards the top edge laying on more of the tint onto the 

window.  

21. Now the window tint is on the glass, adjust it into the right 

position where there are now gap and smooth out any spears or 

fingers with your hand.  

22. You will find that the rear screen is more “tackier” due to the 

defrost lines, to avoid this issue you can add more soap to your 

spray bottle.  

23. Moist the window film with soapy water.  

24. Using your Hard Squeegee (Blue or White Max) lock in the centre 

of the window lightly. You can use one hand in the corner of the 

window to hold the tint firm so it does not move around.  

25. Using your hard squeegee, you want to squeegee left to right in 

the centre of the window. This will divide your window into the 

top and bottom section.  

26. Start in the middle of the window and no squeegee up and then 

down. You now should see a “+” symbol.  

27. Start now one section at a time with your hard squeegee pushing 

out the remainder of the moisture. You want to start from the 

centre and work your way to the edge.  
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28. Now Moist the window one more time and repeat steps 22-26 

(you will not need to smooth out any spears or fingers).  

29. You want to squeegee now with a lot of pressure to remove as 

much moisture as possible. This ensures the window film will dry 

out as quickly  as possible for the customer.  

30. Wrap your corner card or gold card into a lint-free towel and 

push firmly over all the edges. The towel will soak up and excess 

water and help the window film sit down nicely.  

31. Moist the window with soapy water.  

32. Film wipe down of the glass and interior trims so the soapy water 

does not mark the customer’s car  

   

What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  

 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

 Trash Bin or Garbage Bag   
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Spray soapy water to the outside of the window.  

2. Lay on a piece of window film ensuring that it is wide enough to 

cover the glass and the release linear is facing out (you can pre-

cut this on a work bench if you like).  

3. Hard seal or lock the window film on using your hard card.  

4. Using your OLFA Knife Blade cut roughly 1” larger than the dot-

matrix and overlapping your splice line.  

5. Remember to snap off a new tip of you blade, hold at a 45 degree  

angle and 3-4 snaps of your blade.  

6. You should also use the “button method” so you do not scratch 

the customers glass.  

7. If the window has any fingers or spears you will need to mould 

them using your heat gun and a hard card.  

8. Seal the “H” pattern which will bring all your curve to the top 

and bottom of the window. The film cannot be heated on the 

sides.  

9. Start heating the spear of finger from the top to the bottom.  

10. You will see it start to “squiggle up”.  

11. Using a microfibre cloth push through the middle of the spear or 

finger.  

12. You will not get the window film to sit flush to the glass the first 

time you will notice now the spear or finger is smaller.  
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13. Heat it again and push through with a microfibre.  

14. We use a micro fire cloth to reduce the risk of creasing the film.  

15. When the film is almost completely moulded remove all the 

moisture using your application card.  

16. If there is any area not sitting down flat just used your heat gun 

and application card to mould the window.  

17.  Using a fresh knife blade you can cut out the window to the exact 

size or slight bigger.  

18. Ensure the window film it the correct shape and size.  

19. Remove the window film and lay it onto your peeling board linear 

facing out.  

20. Make sure the board is wet otherwise the tint will not hold to the 

glass.  

 

What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution  

 New Stainless Steel OLFA Blades  
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 Automotive Window Film  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water,  

2. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

3. Alternatively, you can wipe the outside of the glass with a 

microfibre or a lint free towelette.  

4. Place your heavy-dutydrop sheet on the trunk (boot) of the car. 

You want to place it to prevent damage.  

5. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

6. Clean the glass with a non-scratch cleaning pad or fine grade steel 

wool. Apply pressure and clean in a circular motion passing over 

the entire window.  

7. Dry your top edge with a microfibre or a lint-free towel.  

8. Squeegee all the water off with your soft squeegee (working left 

to right, top to bottom at a 45 degree  angle, overlapping your 

squeegee strokes).  

9. With your spray bottle flush both side edges to remove any edge 

contamination.  

10. Wipe down any excess water off the interior trim.  
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11. Moist the inside of the glass with soapy water (leaving the top 

inch completely dry to avoid contamination).  

12. Step out of the can and go to the peeling board.  

13. Peel the release linear off the window film starting from the top 

of the film.  

14. As you are peeling the linear spray the exposed film and keep the 

linear at a low angle close to the peeling board.  

15. Once the window film has been completely peeled thoroughly 

spray the exposed adhesive.  

16. Place the clear sheet or release linear into a trash can do not throw 

it on the floor.  

17. With both hands carry the window tint into the car being 

extremely careful now to touch the adhesive side of the window.  

18. Once you are inside the vehicle lay on the bottom edge of the 

window first.  

19. Once the bottom edge is in the correct position slowly lift your 

hands towards the top edge laying on more of the tint onto the 

window.  

20. Now the window tint is on the glass, adjust it into the right 

position where there are now gap and smooth out any spears or 

fingers with your hand.  

21. You will find that the rear screen is more “tackier” due to the 

defrost lines, to avoid this issue you can add more soap to your 

spray bottle.  
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22. Moist the window film with soapy water.  

23. Using your Hard Squeegee (Blue or White Max) lock in the centre 

of the window lightly. You can use one hand in the corner of the 

window to hold the tint firm so it does not move around.  

24. Using your hard squeegee, you want to squeegee left to right in 

the centre of the window. This will divide your window into the 

top and bottom section.  

25. Start in the middle of the window and no squeegee up and then 

down. You now should see a “+” symbol.  

26. Start now one section at a time with your hard squeegee pushing 

out the remainder of the moisture. You want to start from the 

centre and work your way to the edge.  

27. Now Moist the window one more time and repeat steps 22-26 

(you will not need to smooth out any spears or fingers).  

28. You want to squeegee now with a lot of pressure to remove as 

much moisture as possible. This ensures the window film will dry 

out as quickly  as possible for the customer.  

29. Wrap your corner card or gold card into a lint-free towel and 

push firmly over all the edges. The towel will soak up and excess 

water and help the window film sit down nicely.  

30. Moist the window with soapy water.  

31. Film wipe down of the glass and interior trims so the soapy water 

does not mark the customer’s car.  
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Once you have installed the rear screen it’s a good idea to put the rear 

defroster ON, this will start the drying process on the rear screen. Also, 

it will help up heat into the defroster line, so if you have and “peanut” or 

bubbling issues it should help them sit down on the glass when you push 

over them.  

  

  

Most of the cars you can clean the rear screen with a non-scratch scourer 

or steel wool and it will only take a minute. If you come across a rear 

screen that has a raised defroster line (common on European cars) you 

might find the window once tinted will sit up or bubble along the 

defroster lines. These cars require more attention in the cleaning process. 

Spray more soapy water onto the inside of the glass ads using a fine grade 

(0000) steel wool scrub the defroster lines one by one. For a car with 

these thicker lines we would suggest up to 10 minutes on the clean and 
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prep. This will make the product much better and save you a lot of time 

and headache.  

  

Some cars have thicker or wider dot matrix and when you lay window 

film over them it may appear that the window film is lifting or going to 

peel. For cars with these dot matrix we suggest you scrub them a little 

more than usual with fin grade (0000) steel wool and look to purchase 

some dot matrix prep solution from your window film supplier.  

  

What you will need to complete this task  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution, or  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water or tint safe 

glass cleaner.  

2. Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

3. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water or tint safe 

glass cleaner.  

4. Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

5. The window should now be ready to present to the customer.  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Spray bottle with Slip Solution, or  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner  

 Extra 1” Stainless Steel Blades  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water or tint safe 

glass cleaner.  

2. Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

3. Moist the inside of the window with soapy water.  

4. Use your 1” scraper blade and holder to remove the old window 

film.  

5. For the best result have the blade one notch out so it is sturdy.  
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6. Start from the middle of the window and work your way to the 

edge.  

7. You will find for this method it can be quite tedious and you will 

go through several scraper blades.   

8. Be very careful you don’t injure yourself with the blade when 

scraping the film off the window.  

  

  

What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Heat Gun  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner  

 Extra 1” Stainless Steel Blades  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water.  

2. Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

3. Use the heat gun to heat the outside of the glass.  

4. Starting in one corner (roughly 20s of heat).  

5. Use your 1” scraper blade to begin to lift the old window film.  

6. Continue to heat the glass where you are starting peeling from.  

7. As the glass gets hot slowly peel the window film off.  

8. It is important to try and get the film off in one piece.  

9. Remove the window film completely from the glass  

 

What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 A Sunny Day   

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner  

 Extra 1” Stainless Steel Blades  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  
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The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water or tint safe 

glass cleaner.  

2. Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

3. Use the natural sunlight to heat the outside of the glass.  

4. For this method to work you need a warm day so the glass will 

get hot and it will continue to stay hot.   

5. Starting in one corner.  

6. Use your 1” scraper blade to begin to lift the old window film.  

7. Slowly peel the window film off.  

8. It is important to try and get the film off in one piece.  

9. Remove the window film completely from the glass.  

  

What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 Steamer  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner  
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 Extra 1” Stainless Steel Blades  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water or tint safe 

glass cleaner.  

2. Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

3. Make sure your steamer is full and plug it in.  

4. Once the steamer is ready (steam coming out) you are ready to 

start. It may take up to 15 minutes to warm up.  

5. Use the steam to heat the inside of the glass.  

6. Starting in one corner (roughly 20s of heat).  

7. Use your 1” scraper blade to begin to lift the old window film.  

8. Continue to steam the glass where you are starting to peel the old 

film from.  

9. As the glass gets hot slowly peel the window film off.  

10. It is important to try and get the film off in one piece.  

11. Remove the window film completely from the glass  
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What you will need to complete this task  

 Complete Automotive Tool set  

 A Sunny Day   

 Garbage Bags (preferably black bags)  

 Tint Safe Window Cleaner  

 Extra 1” Stainless Steel Blades  

 Microfibre or lint free towelettes  

  

The Tint School Procedure  

1. Moist the outside of the window with soapy water or tint safe 

glass cleaner.  

2. Using a new or clean microfibre wipe the solution off to give a 

streak free finish.  

3. Use the natural sunlight to heat the outside of the glass.  

4. For this method to work you need a warm day so the glass will 

get hot and it will continue to stay hot.   

5. Spray the inside of the film with soapy water.  

6. Place the Garbage Bag over the inside of the window.  
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7. Spray the back of the bag and flatten it out with your hand to 

make sure that it stays to the back of the film.  

8. The heat from the sun will soak the film and make it easier to 

peel off however the sun also dries the water between the 

window film and your garbage bag.  

9. Roughly every 5 minutes peel the garbage bag back, rewet and 

reapply.  

10. Continue to do this for up to an hour.  

11. The window film now should be easier to remove.  

12. Starting in one corner.  

13. Use your 1” scraper blade to begin to lift the old window film.  

14. Slowly peel the window film off.  

15. It is important to try and get the film off in one piece.  
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It may take you a little while to get comfortable with removing door trims 

or door panels. I know for me it did take me a while. In the beginning, 

some people prefer to remove the panels as then it will make the window 

a lot easier to tint. Make sure you do a thorough inspection, checking 

where the clips are, and make sure you check for airbags in the door. If 

this is the case I would not try and remove the trim. The last thing you 

need s an airbag going off if you are yanking on the door panel. You also 

want to check for existing damage, if you notice any make sure you 

document it and let the customer know before you commence work on 

the vehicle.  

  

  

All door trims are different some pop back, some pop up first, some you 

need to remove some trimming or clips that the exposes some hex screws 

that need to be removed. It comes down to experience and I would 

recommend if you are unsure you could always call up a car dealership 
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that services the same brand of car. Their experienced technicians may 

be able to assist you with how to remove the door panel. Another person 

that could help would be an auto electrician if there is one that you have 

a good relationship with.  

  

 

Make sure you put the door trim back together in the reverse order to 

how it was removed. Make sure it is all sitting the way you found it and 

that all the screws and clips have been placed back in and are sitting flush 

with the door panel.  

  

It is extremely important that you are returning the customer's car to 

them in working order and how they dropped the car off to you. Once 

the door panel has been installed it’s a good idea to check all the buttons 

are working, locks, door handles, and audio speakers.  
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Occasionally on the rear screen of some sedan and hatch have vehicles 

there will be a brake like on the centre of the bottom edge. Firstly, you 

should assess the brake light to determine whether you will have to 

remove it from the car. You will find that with a lot of the newer vehicles 

you will be able to slide the window film past the brake light to the 

bottom edge and then remove the moisture with a rear screen tool like 

the sideswiper or the bulldozer. If this cannot be done then you may have 

to remove the brake light to gain sufficient access to the window. If this 

is the case inspect the brake light thoroughly making sure it is not already 

damaged and it is not fixed to the actual back deck/parcel shelf.  

  

  

This will be done in order to access the bottom edge of the window and 

make sure the window film has been installed correctly and you can 

remove all the excess moisture from where the brake light is sitting. With 

both hands, you may be able to push the brake light to the rear of the car 
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and you will feel it unlatch and release. Other light may pull directly back 

towards you, others may have release tabs on either side that you need to 

push in. These are the most common ways for new cars. Also, you will 

need to unlock or disconnect the wires which are sending power to the 

brake light bulb. Feel free to contact our technical support team if you   

   

Make sure you remember to reinstall the brake light once the window has 

been tinted. It is a good idea to leave the brake light somewhere that you 

won’t forget it. Don’t place it on the floor as you may step on it and brake 

it when you are entering the vehicle. A safe place would be on the driver’s 

side seat. You won’t be able to forget it there. Before the brake light is 

clipped or screwed in make sure that you have reconnected the wires to 

it so it will have power.  
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A very important task once you have finished working on the back screen 

and the brake light is back in. Make sure that the brake light is secured 

correctly and that it is functioning the way the car was bought to you by 

your customer.   
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